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Coherent K*. Production * j· 
in t h,e K + d Reaction at 2 e 3 Be V / c 

Ian Butterworth, John L. Brown, Gerson Goldhaber, 
Sulamith Goldhaber, Allan A. Hirata, John A,. Kadyk11 

and George H. Trilling 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

August 2, 1965 

In a study of K+ d interactions at 2 . .:.. BeV I c w·· have observed the 

following reactions with single and doub:e pion production in which the 

deuteron does not break u?: 

(1) 

' . - . * 
These reactions proceed almost entirely through K production. We 

further note a broad el).hancement in the 1T+d mass dist:dbution in re

action (2) which w~ interpret to be the result of N*++ production with-

. . . + *++ 
out deuteron breakup, 1. e., (d'Jf ) = {N n). We will show that one can 

• • 

interpret our results in terms of coherent K production Qn the deuteron, 

the survival of which in the final state imposes a strong restriction on 

the maximum possible momentum that can be transferred to it. The 

deuteron thus acts effectively lil:<e a· "momentum-transfer filter". 

The work described here is based on an analysis of 100 000 

pictures taken with the BNL 20-in. bubble chamber filled with deuterium 

l + 1" 
and exposed in a 2.3 -BeV I c K meson beam at ~e AGS. 

The events assigned to reaction (·1), for which we only included the. 

charged K 0 decay mode, and to reaction (2) were identified by applying 

four-constraint kinematical £its as well as ionization e·stimates on the 

scanning table. 2 
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We have observed 33 events of reaction ( 1) and 81 of reaction (2), · 

respectively amounting to (2.8:!: 0.8)% and (4.2:!: o. 7)% of the correspond-

ing reactions with deuteron breakup. The observed events yield cross 

sections of (150±35).J.l.b and (110±16) f.l.b for reactions (1) and (2) 

respectively. 3 The propertie_s of the two reactions will now be discussed 

in turn. 

2 2 
The Dalitz plot of Mdn+ vs MKo 1r+ for reaction (1) is shown in 

Fig. 1a. It is seen that the reaction goes almost exclusively through the 

channel K+ d- K•:c+ d. There is no evidence for any structure in the d1T+ 

mass distribution. 

We have carried out· an approximate calculation to test whether the 

•:C 
differential cross section for K production agrees with the impulse 

approximation where one combines free-nucleon amplitudes and neglects 

binding energy and double-scattering effects. On a peripheral single-

):( 

meson exchange model for K production, the nucleon amplitudes are. __ 

given by the sum of the isoscalar and isovector exchange amplitudes. In 

the deuteron, however, the isovector amplitudes from the neutron and 

proton ~ancel, leaving only the isoscalar ex(:hange which is the same 

for neutron and proton. He_nce, summing .over spin states·, we obtain 

[
[ d (j \ + 2/3 r d (j - )tJ 1· !Js.LI 2 

• 
\ d6. z J \ d6.z F(O) 

(3) 

Here (d0'/d~2) and (du/d~2)
1 

a.:r~ the cross sections o_ne would have for· 

purely·isoscalar exchange with a nucleon involving no spin flip and spin· 

flip -respectively, F(q) is the Fourier transform of the square of the 

deuteron radial wave function and q is the momentum transfer to the 

4 
deuteron. Of course, we do not have direct access to these cross 

,; 
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sections, and therefore they have been obtained by a fairly crude 

estimate from the available experimental data?-S In Fig. 1b we show 

the observed differential cross secti<>n compared with the results o! the 

. calculation. In view of the approximations made, the results of the calcu-

· lation agree reasonably well ~ith the data, suggesting that. the application· 

of the impulse. approximation is basically correct. 

Absence o! events reflecting the nucleon amplitudes for the reaction 

' * ' Kp - N K results from the low momentum transfer to the deuteron. · An 

artificial imposition of such a momenturn.-transfer cutoff to events where 

·the deuteron breaks up: i.e.~ K*d- K oiT+pn, suppresses the N* pro-
1 

duction events similarly. 

Turning to reaction (Z) ·we note that the dominant featur.e is again;! 

' * ' 
K production. However, we also observe enhancements at low· diT+ 

masses and at low KiTiT masses. Figure 2a shows the phase-space 

triangle of MdiT+ vs MK+iT-' with the respective mass projections.· 

t; Reaction {2) appears to proceed principally through pseudoscalar meson 

'p. 

. * ' + exchange between the K and iT d vertex {see inset to Fig. 3);· .The 
• ,le 

evidence for this process is demonstrated for K events· in Fig. 3a, ·.::.·. 

where we show that the KiT ·scattering angle, o.K*, follows a cos 2a.K*. 

distribution. 

Such a model allows interpretation of all the dominant features of · 

the reaction as follows. The peaking at low mass~s of the KiTiT system 

may be unders~ood from the low momentum transfer to the deuteron 

(and ·hence to ,the· KTriT .·system) imposed by the deuteron form factor. 
•"1 

Figure 4a shows the Chew-Low plot of momentum transfer to the KiTiT 

system againt:lt its squared mass, together with projections. The curve 

shown on the A 2 · projection has ·again been calculated using ·the cross . 

.. ' 
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sections !or the corresponding K+p reactions. 9610 The lower limits 

on the four-momentum transfer imposed by the Chew-Low boundary have J.: 

·not been taken into account here. This gives rise to the deviations !rom 
z· 

the data at low A values. On e~amining Fig. 4a it becomes evident that 

the observed enhancement at low Kmr masses can be explained by the 

kinematics of the reaction in conjunction with the low A 2 filter im-

'posed by the deuteron. 

Figure 4b shows the Chew-Low plot for the d1r+ system for events 

where. MK+1r· is in the K':c region. The rapid fall .. back of the kinematic 

boundary will again produce an enhancement at ~ow d1r+ ~asses in view 

of the relatively small values of momentum transfer. Furthermo.re 8 

one expects a broad peaking at low· d,.+ masses as a consequence of 

N
1

:c formation betwee~ the. 11'+ and the proton of the deuteron, with 

subsequent. recombination of the decay proton fro~ the N* ··with the 

11 1Z . · · 
spectator neutron. ' Events where the deuteron breaks up, i.e., 

K+d K+ - + h + d. . b . . . ' '1 . th - 11' 11' pn, s ow a pn1r mass 1str1 utlon very s1m1 ar to e 

· observed d'll'+ distribution if~ low momentum transfer to the pn system 

is artificially imposed. Evidence for presence of several angular

momentum states in the d11'+ system is presented i~ Fig. 3b, which 

shows a strong forward peaking in cosa.drr+• Here a.d1r+ .is the scatter

ing angle in the d11' center of mass. This observation favors the above 
+ ' . 

interpretation of the 11' d enhancement over that of a fundamental drr 

resonance, where we expect a unique angular momentum to be present. 

· Recently,t ~imilar effects to those reported here for reaction' {2) · 
;, i 

have been obJ~:rv~d in 11'-d experiments at 3~7 BeV/c13 ~nd 3.Z BeV/c14, 

~ *0 
where the p0 is formed i~ place of the K • 

• 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

. + . + 
Fig. 1. The reaction K d - K 0 'll" d. {a) Dalitz plot of M~~; vs 

; . > . 2. 
M KO'll"+ with projections; {b) four-momentum transfer distribution 

to the K 0 'll"+ system {or to the deuteron).· The solid curve results 

from the calculation discussed in the fext. 

Fig. 2. Md'll"+ vs MK+'ll"- for the reaction K+ d- K+1T._'ll"+ d, with projections •. 

For the Md'll"+ projection the shaded histogram s~ows the distribution 

for events with MKo'll"+ in the K,:c region (0.84 to· 0.96 BeV). .The 

solid and dashed curves show phase space for Kd ~- K'IT'ITd and 
))c 

Kd .- K 'lTd, respectively, normalized to the appropHate number of 

events. ' :! 

Fig. 3. The reaction I(i"d- K+ 'IT-'IT +d. .(a) Distribution of 

. cosa.K* = ( 1 K • K · t I)/{ \K· 1!' K t I, the cosine of the K'IT -.1.n ·-ou -.1.n -ou l . 

scattering angle in the K'IT center of m.a.ss, for events with 

\; 0.84:;; MK'IT:;; 0.96 BeV. (b) Distribution of corod'IT+= q~n~ ~utP/ 
l 

<ld. II d · tl>• the cosine of the d'll"+ scattering angle in the· .dlT+ -.1.n -ou ·. · . 
! 

center of mass, for events with 2.01 :;; MdlT+:;; 2.3 BeV. 

. . + + - + Fig. 4. The reactlon K d - K lT lT d. 
2 2 

(a) Chew-Low plot of A KlT'IT vs _M K'IT'IT. 

:rhe solid points are for events with 0.84 < MK+'IT- < 0.96 BeV, i.e., 

in the K," -~egion. Those marked x are for events outside this region. 

Shaded histograms refer to the former events. The smooth curve 

on the M~'IT'IT projection shows phase space for Kd- KlTlTd, the 
. ))c 

dotted curve that for Kd- K lTd. The curve on the momentum-

transfer .distribution shows the result of the calculation described 
'. i 
fi,.r · 

in the text. The dotted line joining the tWo projections shows that 

Mi'IT'IT wo~d have to be less than 1.8 BeV
2 

if the "momentum-transfer 
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filter'~ produced by the deuteron form factor were approximated 

2 2 2 
.by a sharp cutoff at 0.2 BeY • {b) Chew-Low plot of ~d1T vs Md1T 

for events with 0.84 < MK+1T- < 0.96 BeY. 
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